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 part III. Parliament
 
Freedom of
Speech.
Haxey*s
Case.
Strode's
Case.
 receiving immediate information of the imprisonment or detention
of any member, together with the reasons for his detention. In cases
of imprisonment the House passes without debate a motion for
expulsion of the convicted member. In the various Habeas Corpus
Suspension Acts of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries1
provision was always made that before a member was committed to
prison of detained there must be obtained the consent of the House
of which he was a member. The general history of the privilege shows
that the tendency has been to narrow its scope; it does not protect
from proceedings under the Ba^jupt^ .Acts nor probably from
arrest on a criminal charge f oFIT non-m3fcfaEle offence nor from
proceedings for contempt of court. There is no protection in cases
of refusal to give surety to keep the peace or security for good
behaviour. In the case of John Wilkes the Court of Common Pleas
held2 that the privilege protected from arrest for seditious libel, but
both Houses of Parliament ruled to the contrary. Since the abolition
of imprisonment for civil debt (except where it is shown that a debtor
has means to satisfy a judgment, but has neglected to do so)3 the
privilege has become of small importance. The privilege applied to
members' servants until the passing of the Parliamentary Privilege
Act, 1770. *
The privilege of freedom of speech, though so well established as
to be unquestioned, is manifestly of the first importance. It is to-day
the only substantial privilege. In 1397 ^pne HaxejT questioned the
expenses of the King's household. "Baxey was condemned in Parlia-
ment as a traitor, but this judgment was reversed after the accession
of Henry IV. Though this case has long been cited as an authority
on privilege, it is now agreed among historians that Haxey was not
a member of the Commons.4 In Henry VIII.'s reign one Strode was
imprisoned by the Stannary £ourt of Devon for invading the pro-
vince of that court byTntroducing a Bill in Parliament to regulate the
tijygmes of that county which were within that court's jurisdiction.
He was fined and imprisoned, but an Act5 was passed declaring that
any legal prQceedj^gs'y rjtny bill, speaking, wMfrBltflfc.Qi; declaring
of atiy nrifl ffer 7>y ^frA^g TOMgf PJ2 l ^ Parliament should be
utterlj^void andpf ngpft ^Skf^jfStroSffs' Case was a conflict between
"
ParUamentaii3"tSr§tannaiy Court, not a conflict between the Crown
and Parliament. Until the seventeenth century privilege meant little
more than the assertion of freedom to choose subjects of discussion
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